Motor Vehicle Lubricant Oils. Passenger Cars

ERTOIL HIKE 5W30 FS

Synthetic lubricant oil that is highly resistant to shear forces and low friction, which provides excellent fuel economy
for petrol and diesel engines.
Applications
o Specifically developed for the lubrication of petrol and diesel internal combustion engines (turbocharged,
multivalve, common-rail) that require oils with low friction and viscosity (low HTHS) that meet the ACEA
A5/B5 standard.
o It is recommended for all usages and distances and also for vehicles fitted with Start-Stop systems.
o This lubricant oil is especially recommended for Ford vehicles requiring Ford WSS-M2C913-D specification
oils, mandatory for all new vehicles and highly recommended for those models for which the previous Ford
WSS-M2C913-C/B/A specification oils were recommended.
Product features
o Its formulation endows it with high performance in the current ECO oil market (ecological because it helps
reduce CO2 emissions and economical because it contributes to fuel savings).
o Its low viscosity at high temperatures and high shear (low HTHS) allow fuel savings rates of around 2.5%
compared to a conventional oil. It minimizes internal engine friction, thus boosting power, reducing
contaminating emissions and saving energy.
o Its high engine cleaning power (detergency) and special protection against bearing and piston wear ensures
long engine lifetime.
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cP

A Material Safety Data Sheet providing information on product hazards, handling precautions, first aid measures,
and relevant environmental data is available for this product as per applicable legislation.

The typical values of the characteristics appearing in the table are average values given for guidance purposes only and do not constitute a
guarantee.
These values may be modified without any prior warning.
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